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Launch of Latest “Pachinko Ultra Series”  

Installment “Pachinko Ultra Battle Retsuden” 
 

Fields Corporation (Head office: Shibuya-ku, Tokyo; President & COO: Takashi Oya) 

announces the nationwide release of the new pachinko machine from OK Co., Ltd., 

“Pachinko Ultra Battle Retsuden.” 

 

 The latest installment to carry on the “Pachinko Ultra Series” tradition 

Boasting the most varied battle scenes in the entire Ultra Series, “Pachinko Ultra Battle 

Retsuden” employs a plethora of exclusive videos to depict the exploits of the ultimate 

warrior “Ultraman Zero” and successive Ultraheros. The new “ULTRA STAR” chassis 

also features numerous gimmicks that further accentuate the experience, bringing an 

unprecedented level of wonder to the player. 

 

 Who is “Ultraman Zero”? 

As the young ultimate warrior of the Ultraman series, Ultra Seven’s son Ultraman Zero 

is a new hero who engages in numerous battles throughout the vast universe. Since his 

appearance in the “Mega Monster Battle Ultra Galaxy:The Movie” in 2009, he has 

gone on to feature in various media, including TV shows and events, and continues to 

expand his broad fan base. He is also scheduled to appear in the unprecedented live 

entertainment show ULTRA HEROES THE LIVE ACROBATTLE CHRONICLE set to 

take place in Tokyo, Osaka and Fukuoka starting from March 2015. 

 

This machine is not only for pachinko enthusiasts but a wide range of people, including 

Ultrahero fans. 

 

The “Pachinko Ultra Battle Retsuden” machine is scheduled for delivery in March 

2015 to pachinko halls throughout Japan. 

 

 

 

 For inquiries or further information please contact:  

Corporate Communications Office, Fields Corporation 

Shibuya Garden Tower, 16-17 Nampeidai-cho, Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-0036 

Tel.: +81-3-5784-2109  Fax: +81-3-5784-2119 

 

Unauthorized reproduction or usage 

is strictly prohibited. 

 


